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Abstract—The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is one of the most
widely used link layer technology for building Internet of
Things. It specifies several physical layer options and MAC layer
for meeting low-power and low-rate requirements of devices
deployed in a network of IoT. The standard also specifies a
synchronization scheme for devices connected in a star topology,
operating in beacon-enabled (BE) mode using periodic beacons.
The BE mode facilitates synchronization among devices for data
transmission and is suitable for large networks to establish
low duty-cycles. Absence of a such a scheme for a cluster-tree
network has confined its application only to non-beacon mode.
The challenge here is to schedule beacon frame transmissions of
multiple devices in a non-overlapping manner to avoid beacon
collisions. This paper tackles the problem of synchronization
by proposing localized beacon synchronization (LBS) scheme,
a distributed technique for beacon scheduling in cluster-tree
network topologies. LBS uses 2-hop information and association
order to compute beacon transmission offsets that better utilize
the available time slots, incur fewer transmissions, and is highly
scalable. Further, we analytically show that the schedulability
of the proposed scheme is higher compared to other related
schemes. In addition, we also address the important issue of re-
synchronization that has been ignored in all of the prior works.
The proposed re-synchronization mechanisms consider the inter-
dependencies between synchronization and duty-cycling schemes
and are shown to significantly lower the synchronization overhead
when synchronization among devices is lost.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.15.4, P2P, cluster-tree, energy conser-
vation, beacon synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid pace at which the Internet of Things (IoT)
technology is being adopted into our daily lives through
applications like smart homes, smart buildings, smart cities,
smart industries, smart health etc., it is key that the enabling
communication and network technologies keep up with the
varying application requirements. For example, a smart in-
dustry that is comprised of hundreds of machines, devices,
sensors, and people to connect and communicate with each
other via the Internet of Things, requires a reliable communi-
cation technology that meets the requirements of low-power,
low data-rate and energy efficiency. The IEEE 802.15.4 [1]
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standard is one such key link-layer technology that has been
designed to meet the aforesaid requirements. Based on the this
standard, various IoT applications [2]–[7] have been realized.
The standard supports two topologies: star and cluster-tree. A
typical deployment of IoT devices can benefit by adopting the
low power communication mechanisms of IEEE 802.15.4 [8].
The standard specifies mechanisms for devices to synchronize
their transmissions with the help of beacons. But, a limitation
is that the above schemes are devised for devices operating in
a star-topology. On the other hand, applications like industrial
IoT that would benefit from a cluster-tree topology [1] need
a synchronization scheme to schedule beacon frame trans-
missions of multiple devices in a non-overlapping manner.
In addition, a synchronization scheme is also necessary to
efficiently operate other MAC sub-layer energy saving avenues
like duty-cycling [9] [10]–[12].

The IEEE 802.15.4 networks are comprised of fully func-
tional devices (FFD) and reduced functional devices (RFD),
forming a low-rate wireless personal area network (LR-
WPAN). The FFDs can serve either as a PAN coordinator
(PANC), coordinator, or a cluster-head (CH). Coordinators
may allow other devices to associate with it. An RFD is
resource constrained and associates with a single FFD. It acts
as an end device in the network topology. Periodic beacons are
transmitted by coordinators that allow the associated devices
to schedule their data transmission and sleep periods in a net-
work operating in beacon-enabled mode [1]. Synchronization
between these IEEE 802.15.4 devices is achieved with the help
of a superframe structure [1]. The structure of a superframe
is described within beacon frames as shown in Fig. 1. They
are used for achieving synchronization and scheduling sleep
cycles.

A. Superframe Structure

In beacon-enabled mode, a superframe structure is used for
achieving synchronization among devices. The structure of a
superframe is shown in Fig. 1. The time interval between two
consecutive beacons is the beacon interval (BI) and consists
of an active period and an optional inactive period (sleep
period). In the active period (contention access period and
contention free period), which is divided into 16 equal duration
slots, devices transmit data frames, keeping its transceiver
powered on. Slotted CSMA/CA is used for medium access
in the contention access period (CAP), whereas, dedicated
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access is possible in contention free period (CFP) through
GTSs. Superframe duration (SD) is the active period starting
from the beacon frame transmission. Optionally, devices may
sleep in the active period until the beginning of the next super-
frame structure, forming a superframe cycle. Two parameters
namely macBeaconOrder (BO) and macSuperframeOrder (SO)
together define the structure of superframe as,

BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration.2BO (1)

SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration.2SO (2)

where, SO and BO refers to the duration of active period along
with beacon transmission time and the cyclic time period when
the coordinator communicates using beacons, respectively.
aBaseSuperframeDuration is defined as the number of symbols
constituting a superframe when the SO is set to zero. With
0≤SO≤BO≤14 and BO = 15 implies non-beacon mode.

B. Motivation

Cluster-tree is the preferred network topology for IoT
applications like industrial automation and control, environ-
ment monitoring, smart agriculture etc. that usually have a
wide network area and would benefit from multi-hop set-
up like cluster-tree [13]. However, in such a topology, the
presence of multiple coordinators necessitates a mechanism
for maintaining synchronization between the transmissions of
different coordinators. Such a mechanism prevents overlapping
of beacon transmission offsets, and in the absence of it may
result in collisions and thereby orphaned nodes. Synchroniza-
tion among devices is straight forward in a star topology as
all communications are through the PAN coordinator (PANC)
only. Despite the challenge of implementing a synchronization
scheme for a cluster-tree network, it is favoured over star
topology as the former allows the network to scale. Industrial
applications need such a topology whereby data needs to be
transmitted across multiple devices, hop by hop, towards a
base station or PANC.

Now, considering a synchronized cluster-tree network, mul-
tiple factors like changes in network topology or active duty-
cycling schemes are shown to affect synchronization [10].
Duty-cycling impacts synchronization as it acts on same
superframe parameters (BO and SO) that the synchroniza-
tion scheme uses to build a transmission schedule. The loss
of synchronization results in attempts to re-synchronize the
network, typically using the same synchronizing scheme that
is employed during network set-up. This adds to energy
consumption overhead as this process basically redoes the
entire synchronization process from the beginning. This is
not necessary as the changes in network topology or loss of
synchronization due to duty-cycling can be handled with min-
imal re-synchronization efforts. A lightweight mechanism that
incurs minimal overhead is needed for re-synchronizing the
devices’ transmission periods. To the best of our knowledge,
no previous work has been carried out in-depth analysis to
address the issue of synchronization considering the factors
affecting it, along with its inter-dependencies with a duty-
cycling scheme.
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Fig. 1. IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure [1].

C. Contributions and Organization

In this paper, we present a distributed beacon synchroniza-
tion mechanism that emphasizes on minimizing the network
transmission overhead and restricts beacon frame collisions
between neighboring coordinators. The proposed localized
beacon synchronization scheme utilizes the channel slots effi-
ciently, resulting in higher schedulability. The higher schedu-
lability of the proposed scheme in comparison to other related
schemes is analytically proven. In this work, we also address
the largely ignored issue of loss of synchronization, using
effective re-synchronization mechanisms. Reasons for loss in
synchronization and detailed analysis regarding the same is
given in Section VI. Finally, the experimental analysis of
proposed synchronization and re-synchronization mechanisms
are shown depicting the impact on the network.

We summarize the main contributions of this paper as
follows.
• A localized beacon synchronization mechanism for IEEE

802.15.4 cluster-tree networks is proposed.
• A schedulability analysis of the proposed scheme is

presented that highlights the effectiveness of a synchro-
nization scheme.

• We further present re-synchronization mechanism to re-
duce synchronization overhead that occurs due to changes
in either network topology or superframe parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
describes the network model considered. The proposed syn-
chronization mechanism is described in Section IV. The
schedulability analysis is presented in Section V. In Sec-
tion VI, re-synchronization mechanisms are proposed followed
by the overhead analysis of re-synchronization mechanism in
Sub-Section VI-D. The simulation results are presented in
Section VII. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section IX.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

The IEEE 802.15.4-2011 standard has been designed for
LR-WPANs and WSNs that are typically comprised of
resource-constrained devices. It specifies several physical layer
options and MAC sub-layer for low-data-rate wireless con-
nectivity among devices with limited power. It is one of the
widely adopted standard for realizing IP based IoT applica-
tions that have flexible throughput requirements [1]. Several
enhancements and improvements have been implemented after
carrying out active research on IEEE 802.15.4 by addressing
different shortcomings in the standard. A revised version
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IEEE 802.15.4-2015, released in 2016, includes the 802.15.4e
amendment that aims to support time-critical applications
with strict quality-of-service requirements. In this regard,
the standard facilitates deterministic communication using
the Deterministic and Synchronous Multichannel Extension
(DSME) and multi-channel frequency hopping using Time
Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH). Also, it supports low-
latency applications using Low Latency Deterministic Network
(LLDN) based on time division multiple access to meet
timing guarantees. The performance of these mechanisms
in comparison to IEEE 802.15.4-2011 is presented in [14].
The authors showcase that IEEE 802.15.4e provides im-
proved throughput through channel hopping and lower latency
with dedicated time-slots and multi-superframes. They also
emphasize on its limitations in terms of lack of protocol
implementations, security and the availability of supporting
hardware. In addition, the limitations of TSCH mode that
include lack of energy-efficient scheduling algorithms and the
need for routing algorithms are highlighted. On the other
hand, commercial implementation of IEEE 802.15.4-2011 like
ZigBee, 6LoWPAN and WirelessHART have adopted 802.15.4
as the underlying standard. Further, industries like gas and
petroleum refinery [15]–[17], agriculture [18], [19], smart
city applications [20] and Industry 4.0 [21] continue to take
advantage of the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 standard mainly due
to the low-complexity in its implementation. Also, if the
latency and QoS requirements of an IoT applications are not
very strict, then the 802.15.4-2011 is more suited due to
aforesaid reasons. In this paper, we pursue with the issue of
synchronization in IEEE 802.15.4-2011 cluster-tree network
topologies.

The problem of beacon synchronization in P2P network
topologies has been tackled either using a centralized or
a distributed mechanism. In centralized schemes, a central
node called the PAN coordinator (PANC), is responsible for
managing the beacon scheduling for all the other coordinators
in the network topology. During network initialization, the
beacon-transmitting coordinators transmit their information to
the PANC. In other words, it is assumed that the PANC is
aware of the entire network topology. The PANC computes
the time-offset for beacon transmissions and broadcasts this to
all the coordinators in a hop-by-hop manner. The centralized
schemes provide an efficient schedule in static and small-(or
even medium-) sized networks. The central node requires high
computational capabilities and sufficient amount of energy.
Further, such mechanisms need the support of a network layer
for the multi-hop transmissions. It is observed that devices
that are closer to the PANC, requiring constant data relay
towards the central device, need to be more active compared
to the other devices. Such devices suffer from constant energy
dissipation. Contrarily, distributed mechanisms do not rely
heavily on a single device. The benefits of a distributed scheme
over a centralized scheme is the distribution of computation
and transmission load from the centralized device to all
the coordinators. All coordinators compute their own beacon
transmission offset with the locally available information.
Due to the self-organizing nature, distributed schemes are
easily scalable and network size can be dynamic. Nonetheless,

distributed mechanism suffers from extra overhead arising
from the maintenance of tree routes, beacon information, or
switching radio channels in case of a multi-channel approach.

In [22], the authors presented a centralized scheme known
as superframe duration scheduling (SDS) that analyzes a set of
superframes with different SD and BI, and provides a cyclic
schedule if the set is schedulable. The PANC collects the BO
and SO parameter values from all its associated coordinators.
However, this is practically infeasible in large-scale real-time
networks as frames travel in a multi-hop fashion towards
the PANC, where a total delay and transmission overhead
increases with each passed hop [23]. The authors propose
the use of vertex coloring as means for coordinators that
are far enough from their respective transmission ranges,
to transmit their beacons simultaneously. Since, vertex col-
oring is a well known NP-complete problem, solving such
a problem is complex. Also, prior knowledge of the entire
network topology is necessary thus limiting its efficiency in
networks that may undergo changes in their network structure.
Another centralized scheme, SABTS [24], initially computes
the transmission offset of the PANC and later the transmission
offsets of the other coordinators are adjusted by a factor, which
is a combination of the beacon length, symbol rate and the
superframe duration of that node. In [25], in order to overcome
network scalability and interference, same transmission slots
are used for transmitting beacons and data frames at the same
time using different channels. In [26], a similar collision-free
multichannel superframe scheduling problem is considered.
Most of these centralized schemes are generally known to
suffer from low schedulability.

In distributed schemes like [27]–[31] coordinator devices
compute their beacon transmission offset using local informa-
tion from the neighboring coordinators. In [27], each device
collects the beacon transmission offsets from its 2-hop neigh-
bors and chooses an unoccupied empty time slot. The device
broadcasts the selected slot to all its neighbors for any con-
flicts. The LABS [29] mechanism is similar to MeshMAC [27]
in the initialization work, however, LABS can allocate a higher
number of time slots on demand. In [30], the authors used a
dedicated period called Beacon Only Period (BOP) that is used
for beacon transmissions at the beginning of the superframe
structure. The PAN coordinator defines the maximum number
of slots in the BOP. Coordinators choose a contention-free slot
from the BOP and transmit its beacons. The data transmission
period follows after the BOP. Neighbors’ table is used by the
coordinator to identify the occupied slots of BOP and then
chose an empty slot which is advertised as being temporarily
reserved. In the STSS [31] scheme, the beacon broadcasting
time slot is shifted between each coordinator in the cluster. An
empty slot is computed based on the number of coordinators
in the network, the sequence of beacon transmission offsets
and the maximum possible number of beacon transmission
slots. The authors have modified the beacon frame format to
accommodate the requisite changes.

More recent works like [23], [32]–[34] describe approaches
for scheduling in IEEE 802.15.4 networks. In [32], the authors
propose a semi-dynamic and a dynamic scheduling approach.
In semi-dynamic algorithm, coordinators are assigned beacon
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time slots only if their ID (address) is pre-stored by the PANC.
However, end-devices are allocated beacon transmission slots
by their respective parent coordinator based on their SD
only if a schedulable schedule can be formed. To enhance
the scalability and reduce latency, dynamic scheduling was
also proposed where all coordinators and end-devices will be
assigned their time slots dynamically without the need of any
pre-defined sensor ID. The authors in [23] uses vertex coloring
algorithm and breadth-first search to provide a non-conflicting
transmission schedule in a cluster-tree topology. In [33],
scheduling of the TDMA slots is followed by the contention
period. The contention for TDMA slot is reduced by grouping
coordinators into wake-up and sleep groups. This grouping
is done by the PANC by broadcasting a scheduler table at
the commencement of the superframe. The authors in [34],
propose the scheduling of time-constrained data flows with
opposite directions for IEEE 802.15.4 cluster-tree network
topologies. The proposed heuristic algorithm is based on graph
theory and combinatorial optimization problems.

Finally, with the introduction of IEEE 802.15.4e, several
works [35]–[37] have been carried out to achieve scheduling
in LLDN and TSCH mode. [35] proposes a priority-aware,
scalable scheme called PriMulA that introduces a PriMulA
message containing priority of the frames based on the
deadline of message consumption. Higher schedulability is
achieved through multi-channel communication. However, in
this paper, we refrain ourselves from comparing with the works
based on IEEE 802.15.4e.

In view of this, we address the beacon synchronization
problem for cluster-tree topologies in IEEE 802.15.4 networks
using a low overhead distributed mechanism. Also, we perform
a schedulability analysis of the proposed scheme and compare
with related schemes. Further, as a part of the solution, re-
synchronization overhead has been addressed, which has been
ignored in the prior works. The paper is distinct as it considers
inter-dependencies during operation alongside other energy
saving avenues like duty-cycling.

In [28], we presented a preliminary version of the proposed
beacon synchronization algorithm. The differences of this
work and [28] are as follows: 1) This paper addresses issues of
re-synchronization arising from changes in network topology
and alteration of superframe parameters. It proposed LBS re-
synchronization mechanisms that incur low overhead. Such
analysis was not present in the earlier version [28]. 2) Schedu-
lability analysis of the proposed LBS is presented in this paper.
3) Finally, we present more detailed experimental results of
the proposed beacon synchronization algorithm. This paper
considers the aspects associated with beacon synchronization
in a cluster-tree IEEE 802.15.4 network topology and presents
energy-efficient measures to re-synchronize when transmission
synchronization is lost among the devices.

III. NETWORK MODEL

We consider an IEEE 802.15.4 cluster-tree network topol-
ogy as the network model shown in Fig. 2. It comprises of
coordinators and end devices. One of the selected coordinators
acts as overall coordinator of the network called the PANC.

Cluster 4 Cluster 1
Cluster 2

Cluster 6

Cluster 7

Cluster 3

Cluster 5

PAN 

Coordinator

Coordinator End DeviceCluster-head Coordinator

Fig. 2. Cluster-tree topology.

TABLE I
MAIN NOTATION DEFINITION

Symbols Definition

nSDS The number of coordinators scheduled under SDS
ns The maximum number of devices that can be

scheduled within a 2 r range for MeshMAC
n′s The maximum number of devices that can be

scheduled within a 2 r range for LBS
Nk The total number of coordinators scheduled by

LBS
Ocen The synchronization overhead in the centralized

schemes
Odis The synchronization overhead in the distributed

schemes
Nsub-tree The number of nodes within the 2-hop neighbor-

hood.
nchilddissociated The number of child nodes of the dissociated node

nhighsiblings The Number of siblings with higher AO

All coordinators are entrusted with the additional functionality
of synchronizing associated nodes with the help of periodic
beacons. The devices join the network by associating itself
with a coordinator. The PAN coordinator forms the first cluster
by choosing an unused PAN identifier and broadcasting beacon
frames to neighboring devices. The coordinators transmit
beacon frame at the beginning of their superframe cycle, which
is followed by the active period. These beacons carry essential
synchronization information like BO, SO parameters (stating
the active and sleep period of the coordinator), without which
the entire network will fail to have power saving functionality.
End devices are devoid of routing capabilities and simply
associated with a neighboring coordinator. They transmit all
the sensed data to the associated parent coordinator. They
are not permitted to transmit beacon frames. A group of
coordinators and end devices form a cluster, that may execute
a common function. A cluster head is chosen among the
coordinators in each cluster for operational simplicity. The
main notations in this paper are summarized in Table I.

We consider an association order (AO) for every coor-
dinator. The AO field uses requisite bits within 0x03-0x7f
reserved bits available in the association status field of the
association response command in the MAC command frame,
defined in the standard. This AO is computed by the parent
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coordinator for all the associated child coordinator devices.
A parent coordinator grants association to a device when
current resources available on the PAN are sufficient to allow
another device to associate. On successful association, the
parent coordinator determines the AO based upon the relative
association time of its child coordinator devices. This is stored
against the short address of the associated coordinator in its
neighbor list (defined in the standard). The neighbor list is
also updated with the BO, SO parameters of the associated
devices with respect to their short addresses. The association
field determines the relative association order (AO) of the
coordinators. The default AO of the grandparent is 0, parent
coordinator is 1 and {2, 3 or 4} for the peers (siblings) sorted
based on their association time. This facilitates coordinators in
choosing a beacon transmission slot without any conflict with
respect to its sibling coordinators.

IV. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED BEACON SYNCHRONIZATION
SCHEME

We aim to propose a localized beacon synchronization
scheme where a coordinator computes its beacon transmission
offset after obtaining the BO and SO values of their neigh-
boring coordinators. The synchronization scheme is detailed
as follows.

A. Localized Beacon Synchronization (LBS) Scheme

In the proposed beacon synchronization scheme, a coordina-
tor that intends to compute its beacon transmission schedule,
obtains the BO and SO of its parent through the parents’
beacon. The BO and SO values of other neighbors that include
parent of the parent coordinator (grandparent) and the sibling
coordinators (other children of the parent coordinator) are
retrieved from the neighbor list transmitted by the parent.
This is done with the help of MAC layer management entity
(MLME) association request and response messages of IEEE
802.15.4. The neighbor list consists of short addresses of
associated coordinators, their respective BO and SO values,
and their respective association order. Based on these values,
a coordinator computes its own beacon transmission offset.

Algorithm 1 is executed by any coordinator to evaluate a
transmission offset relative to the other coordinators that are
already transmitting beacons, i.e., compute a synchronized
beacon schedule. Algorithm 1 lists the steps involved in
computing a non-overlapping beacon schedule. Initially, the
coordinator retrieves the BO and SO information from the
received beacon frame and the neighbor list. The respective BI
and SD values are determined through equations 1 and 2 for all
the 2-hop neighbors. The coordinator sorts all the BI into a set
B, based on the order of association and chooses the maximum
BI as the BImax to fix the beacon schedule time cycle. This
time schedule is further divided into smaller time slots, where
each small time slot equals to the minimum SD. Next, the
time slot for each coordinator (from the sorted B list), i.e., the
superframe duration, given by SDi, is allocated based on first
empty time within the BImax slot. Depending upon BIi, SDi is
allocated periodic slots until BImax is reached. This mechanism
allows a coordinator to schedule its beacon transmission in a

Algorithm 1: Localized beacon synchronization algorithm

1 From parent beacon and neighbor list, obtain BO, SO,
and association order for all the 2-hop neighbors.

2 Compute BI and SD for all received BO and SO,
represented by set B, for all BIi.

3 Compute BImin = 2BOmin and BImax = 2BOmax .
4 Sort B based on association order for each BI .
5 Set time-line= BImax, where slot = min(SDi), 1 ≤ i ≤ N
6 for each i ∈ B do
7 find the first available consecutive time slots ≥ SDi

8 fix (i) of SDi in consecutive time slots beginning
with first empty slot

9 if (fix (i) of SDi in consecutive time slots beginning
with first empty slot= false) then

10 return Not schedulable.
end

end
11 return The coordinators transmission time slot.

way that is synchronized with all the neighboring coordinators
by recreating a map of their beacon transmissions.

Every coordinator that aims to compute such a schedule
carries out this localized process, thereby synchronizing the
entire network. The overall network synchronization time is
minimal because of its localized and distributed nature, and
just depends upon the time required to obtain the neighbor list
from its parent coordinator. The time required to compute the
transmission offset is dependent on the number of 2-hop neigh-
bors with lower AO than itself. Once the transmission offset
is determined, a coordinator can start its beacon transmission
from the next superframe cycle. Also, the parent coordinator
updates its neighbor list with this new information. Thus, the
time required for computing and transmitting its first beacon
is within two BIs of the parent coordinator.

The proposed LBS mechanism primarily relies upon the
superframe parameters in order to schedule the transmissions
of the coordinator devices. Based on these BO and SO values,
transmission slot duration is allocated for the coordinators.
Although the order of transmission schedules depends upon
AO of the coordinator devices, any variation in the superframe
parameter values can result in a different transmission schedule
for the coordinators.

B. Illustrative Example of Proposed LBS

We consider an illustrative example to understand the work-
ing of the localized beacon synchronization mechanism. We
assume a simple hierarchy of four coordinators with coordina-
tor c2 associated with coordinator c1, and coordinators c3, c4
are associated with coordinator c2. Also, let the coordinators
{c1, c2, c3} be already synchronized and transmitting beacons.
At this instance, another coordinator c4 needs to compute
an non-overlapping beacon transmission offset. It collects the
requisite BO, SO and association order parameters from its
parent (c2’s) beacon payload. The configuration of the coor-
dinators is shown in Table II. Based on received parameters,
coordinator c4 computes the corresponding BI and SD for each
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TABLE II
CONFIGURATION OF THE COORDINATORS

Coordinator SD BI Association order

c1 (grand parent) 3 32 0
c2 (parent) 2 8 1
c3 (sibling) 1 8 2
c4 2 8 3

    

c1 c2 c3 c4 c2 c3 c4 c2 c3 c4 c2 c3 c4Step 4

c1 c2 c3 c2 c3 c2 c3 c2 c3Step 3

c1 c2 c2 c2 c2Step 2

c1Step 1

BImin
0 8 16 24 32

BImax

Fig. 3. Beacon transmission schedule for coordinators c1, c2, c3, and c4.

coordinator. The maximum BI is chosen as the BImax = 32 and
minimum BI, BImin = 8. Then, it arranges the BI values with
respect to their association order forming a ordered set B =
{32(c1), 8(c2), 8(c3), 8(c4)}.

Each instance of SD of the corresponding coordinator, from
the set B, is scheduled by allotting the first available slot of
size SD time slots. This is accomplished without overlapping
with other coordinators’ SD. The subsequent instances of the
coordinator are allotted at a distance equal to a multiple of its
BI. In the considered example, c1 is placed at the beginning
of the first horizontal line as it has the lowest AO. Then
c2 is allotted after the instance of c1. Next, the instance of
c3 is positioned in the third horizontal line after c2. Lastly,
the instance of c3 is followed by c4. In accordance with the
respective coordinators’ BI, the instances are repeated. The
transmission schedule hence formed is periodically repeated
after a slotted time-line of 32 slots (BImax). The final beacon
transmission schedule computed by c4 is shown in Fig.3.

Now, if we change the configuration of c3 to {SD=3, BI=8},
then the set of superframe parameters is not schedulable.
Although empty slots will be available within the BImax,
consecutive allocation of time slots after each BIi is not
possible. Again, if we change the configuration of c3 to
{SD=5, BI=8}, then the set of the superframe is again not
schedulable. Here, the necessary condition for a set to be
schedulable is violated [22].

In the next subsection, we describe the schedulability of
synchronization schemes and analytically discuss the schedu-
lability of the LBS mechanism.

V. SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEME

Given a set of BO and SO for a group of coordinators, then
a schedule is said to be schedulable if all the coordinators in
the set can be scheduled in an non-overlapping fashion accom-
modating within the highest BI. In schedulability analysis, we
determine the set of all superframes that are schedulable with
a given scheduling algorithm. A schedulability comparison is
drawn between centralized and distributed schemes.

A. Schedulability of Centralized and Distributed Synchroniza-
tion Schemes

For any centralized scheme like SDS, each of the su-
perframe slots are allocated in an exclusive way and there
are no simultaneous communications. Therefore, a necessary
condition for the superframe set to be schedulable is that the
sum of all the duty cycles is lower than 1 [22], i.e.,

nSDS∑
i=1

DCi =

nSDS∑
i=1

SDi

BIi
≤ 1, (3)

where nSDS is the number of coordinators scheduled using
SDS algorithm. However, this is not a sufficient condition for
a set to be schedulable. Such a set will have the empty slots
available within the BImax, however, consecutive allocation of
time-slots for another coordinators’ superframe after each BIi
is impossible.

On the other hand, the distributed scheme such as Mesh-
MAC, simultaneously schedules the superframes of different
coordinators that are at least 2-hop away. Thus, the beacon
scheduling algorithm limits the scheduling to every node’s
2-hop neighbors. This allows a higher number of coordina-
tors in the network to schedule their transmissions without
being constrained to overlapping time-slots of coordinators
outside their collision domain. Hence, this increases the overall
schedulability of the scheme in the network. Further, the
necessary condition , i.e., (3) for a set to be schedulable still
holds true within a 2-hop neighborhood with locally operating
the MeshMAC scheme. We express the maximum number of
devices that can be scheduled within a range of 2-hop as [27]

ns = 2BO−SO − 1 . (4)

We assume that the values of SD and BI are same for all
the coordinators in SDS scheme. Therefore, we rewrite (3) as
BI ≥ nSDS SD.

For the distributed schemes, let i denote a 2-hop neigh-
borhood relative to the coordinator. Then, in the ith 2-hop
neighborhood, we have BIi ≥ nsi SDi. In the same way, for
the (i + 1)th neighborhood, BI(i+1) ≥ ns(i+1)

SDi+1 holds,
for the (i+2)th neighborhood, BI(i+2) ≥ ns(i+2)

SD(i+2), and
so on. Therefore, the total number of coordinators scheduled
among all the 2-hop neighborhoods is expressed as

nsi + ns(i+1)
+ ns(i+2)

+ . . . > nSDS . (5)

However, MeshMAC assumes common BO and SO parame-
ters throughout the network. In fact, due to the uniformity of
the superframe parameters in the network, (4) will yield iden-
tical values in any 2-hop neighborhood. Thus, the number of
coordinators scheduled at a distinct 2-hop neighborhoods will
be same. For the sake of brevity, we consider three arbitrary
2-hop neighborhood expressed as nsi = ns(i+1)

= ns(i+2)
.

Therefore, the total number of coordinators scheduled in
the entire network will be the sum of coordinators sched-
uled in the distinct 2-hop neighborhoods and expressed as∑k

i=1 nsi = k nsi , where k denotes the number of distinct
2-hop neighborhoods and k ≥ 1. Hence, using (5), we obtain

k nsi ≥ nSDS . (6)
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The above shows that the MeshMAC is able to schedule
higher number of coordinators than the centralized scheme,
SDS. Another distributed scheme LABS [29],have similar
schedulability to MeshMAC. In [29], the maximum number
of devices that can be scheduled is exactly equal to that
of MeshMAC. In [32], in the first semi-dynamic approach,
only pre-chosen coordinators can schedule their beacons, i.e.,
a fixed number of coordinators can be scheduled. Thus, the
schedulability will be lower than MeshMAC. However, this
constraint is removed in the dynamic approach, allowing all
heterogeneous superframes be granted transmission offset,
if the set is schedulable. Therefore, in the pure dynamic
approach, schedulability will be greater than k nsi , i.e., higher
than MeshMAC. In [30], schedulability depends upon the
number of slots in the BOP ( dmax), which is pre-defined by
the PANC. Choosing a higher dmax value do not necessarily
increase the schedulability as it decreases the slots available
for data transmission.

B. Schedulability Comparision of Proposed LBS Scheme with
MeshMAC Scheme

Unlike MeshMAC, the proposed LBS mechanism is not
constrained for setting common BO and SO parameter values
among the coordinators in the network. Such settings allow
the coordinators to set optimal BO and SO values, based
on channel traffic, thereby reducing the idle listening. With
unequal SD values, n′si = n′s(i+1)

= n′s(i+2)
may not hold

true. Here, n′si is the number of coordinators scheduled in
the ith 2-hop neighborhood. LBS allows more coordinators to
be scheduled than MeshMAC by not putting restrictions on
setting common superframe values throughput the network.
Therefore, the total number of coordinators scheduled by LBS
throughout the network can be expressed as

k∑
i=1

n′si = k n′si = Nk , (7)

where Nk is the total number of coordinators scheduled by
LBS scheme. For LBS scheme, to obtain higher schedulability
than MeshMAC, it is sufficient to prove that n′si ≥ nsi .

Theorem 1. Let ns and n′s denote the number of coordinators
scheduled in a 2-hop neighborhood for MeshMAC and LBS,
respectively, then n′s ≥ ns.

Proof. Within a 2-hop neighborhood, the number of coordina-
tors scheduled in MeshMAC is nsi . Further, nsi = ns(i+1)

=
ns(i+2)

= ns due to common values for SO and BO parameters
throughout the network. That is, in every 2-hop coverage,
number of coordinators scheduled is equal. Therefore, max-
imum number of coordinators in a 2-hop neighborhood is
ns = BI/SD. For full channel utilization, the sum of duty
cycles is 1, i.e.,

ns
SD
BI

= 1 . (8)

In the proposed LBS mechanism, the maximum number of
coordinators scheduled in the ith 2-hop neighborhood for full
channel utilization can be expressed as

n′
s∑

i=1

SD′i
BI′i

=
SD′i
BI′i

+
SD′(i+1)

BI′(i+1)

+ . . .+
SD′(i+n′

s)

BI′(i+n′
s)

=
SD′i + SD′(i+1) + . . .+ SD′(i+n′

s)

BI
= 1 .

For simplicity, we consider that length of the superframe
cycles of coordinators does not differ drastically, thus,

BI′i = BI′(i+1) = ... = BI′(i+n′
s)

= BI ,

and using (8), we get

SD′i + SD′(i+1) + . . .+ SD′(i+n′
s)

BI
= ns

SD
BI

.

Since SD≥SD′i, we subsequently get n′s
SD
BI
≥ ns

SD
BI

which
leads to n′s ≥ ns. �

Therefore, from (6), (7) and Theorem 1, we conclude

Nk ≥ k nsi ≥ nSDS. (9)

Thus, the schedulability of LBS is higher compared to SDS
and MeshMAC schemes. It is important to note that the
above analysis do not pose any limitations on either the size
of the network or the superframe parameter values for the
coordinators.

C. Upper Bound of Schedulability
To estimate the upper bound for total number superframes

that can be accommodated within the highest BI, maxBI (not
to be confused with BImax, that was used for computing trans-
mission schedule), in a non-overlapping fashion, we consider
the maximum value for BO and minimum SO value for the
coordinators. Such a superframe parameter setting will allow
the coordinators to operate at the longest BI (i.e, BO = 14).
On the other hand, SO = 0 causes the coordinators to occupy
minimum slot duration within the BI.

An illustrative example: Considering 2.4GHz frequency
band, the symbol duration is 16 µs. Then, the minimum
superframe duration becomes [1],

minSD = aBaseSlotDuration

× aNumSuperframeSlots× 16 µs
= 60× 16× 16 µs = 15.36ms.

Now, for the maximum BI, BO = 14, we get

maxBI = minSD× 2BO = 15.36ms× 214 = 251.66 s ,

where aBaseSuperframeDuration = 15.36ms. Now,
within the maxBI, the total number of superframes that can
be accommodated is

maxBI
minSD

= 16 384 .
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Insights: The upper bound of schedulability allows us to
infer that a huge number of superframes can be scheduled
together without any overlap. However, in practice, this num-
ber will be quite low as compared to the upper bound as the
active period for data transmissions will be longer. Moreover,
coordinators may have shorter sleep periods, resulting in
lower BO value. In either case, enough coordinators can
be scheduled within a 2-hop neighborhood, eliminating the
unlikely scenario of a coordinator not able to compute a
non-overlapping beacon offset. However, if such a situation
arises, the coordinator seeking a transmission offset has to be
denied. The coordinator either has to wait until an existing
coordinator leaves the network or some coordinator alters
their respective superframe parameters, making its superframe
parameters schedulable within the existing schedule. The co-
ordinator repeatedly invokes the scheduling algorithm when
either it receives beacons that contain information about the
updated superframe parameters, or it stops receiving beacons
of a dissociated neighboring coordinator.

VI. PROPOSED RE-SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEME FOR LBS

Synchronization among coordinators in a cluster-tree net-
work can either be lost or the devices may simply need to
recompute their synchronized schedules due to changes in the
network topology. Also, concurrent operation of other energy
saving schemes like duty-cycling that alter superframe param-
eters (BO, SO) may also result in loss of synchronization.
In such a scenario, the synchronization scheme adopted by
the network has to be repeatedly invoked resulting in higher
synchronization overhead [10]. The authors in [22] discusses
possible re-synchronization using both centralized (where all
coordinators are affected) as well as distributed manner (all
child coordinators under a single parent coordinator are af-
fected). Since no experimental implementation or algorithm
was proposed, we do not further consider it in our discussion
in this paper. Other works in this direction, only focus on
solving the synchronization problem and largely ignore the
issue of loss of synchronization. Therefore, it can be assumed
that in the event of loss of synchronization, re-synchronization
is achieved by employing the existing synchronization scheme.
The rationale behind ignoring the issue of re-synchronization
can be attributed to the fact that all of the existing schemes
have solely focused on synchronization without considering
the inter-dependencies with other MAC processes. Herein, we
initially determine the factors that may cause loss of synchro-
nization, and later propose mechanisms to re-synchronize the
network with minimal overhead. Also, the inter-dependencies
between different MAC schemes like synchronization and
duty-cycling are thereby addressed through the proposed LBS
re-synchronization schemes.

A. Factors affecting synchronization

The foremost reason for the loss of synchronization among
coordinator devices is due to changes in the network topology.
The network topology may change due to a variety of factors
that include new devices taking up the role of a coordinator,
or due to malfunctioning of existing coordinators. Every

Algorithm 2: LBS re-synchronization due to topology
change

1 Check the association order (AO) of the dissociated
coordinator (coordinator i computes the algorithm).

2 if (AOdissociated > AOi) then
3 continue with existing schedule ;

end
4 else

for each SDdissociated to SDi do
5 shift left transmission offset of coordinator i by

(SDdissociated);
6 AO −− ;

end
end

time such a change occurs re-synchronization is necessitated.
The other important and interesting reason for the loss of
synchronization is due to the dependencies with other energy
conserving mechanisms like duty-cycling that may be operat-
ing concurrently. The necessity of duty-cycling scheme in the
presence of operating synchronization scheme is discussed in
[10]. The re-synchronization schemes are discussed as follows.

B. Re-synchronization due to changes in network topology

As listed above, when a device newly takes up the role of a
coordinator it aims to compute a synchronized transmission
schedule after obtaining the necessary beacon information
from its parent coordinator. The newest coordinator has the
highest association order and schedules its transmission (if
schedulable) only after the transmission of other coordinator
nodes. The synchronization of the other coordinators is not
affected within the 2-hop neighborhood even with the arrival
of a new coordinator.

Alternatively, when a coordinator parts with the network
(that includes failures) re-synchronization is necessitated. De-
pending on the position of the leaving coordinator in the
parent-child relation of the cluster-tree hierarchy, the em-
ployed mechanism varies. Firstly, if the dissociated coordinator
is a grand-parent (relative to a coordinator), then all the 2-
hop neighbors connected under its sub-tree have to recompute
their transmission schedule. Secondly, a parent coordinator
dissociation results into its child coordinators adapting their
transmission schedule. Thirdly, when a child (sibling) coordi-
nator dissociates, all the other siblings (if any) with higher AO
adapt their schedules. Finally, if the dissociated coordinator
is a leaf coordinator with the highest depth, then this would
have no effect on any other coordinators in the network. The
existing schedule can be continued for transmissions. Non-
coordinator devices leaving the network, obviously, has no
effect on the transmission schedule. However, they may impact
the network traffic levels within the network; discussed in the
next subsection.

The proposed re-synchronization algorithm to handle the
loss of synchronization due to changes in topology is pre-
sented as Algorithm: 2. Neighboring coordinators consider a
coordinator to be dissociated when they stop receiving the
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periodic beacons over a specific duration of time. A specified
time-limit is considered because a temporarily disconnected
coordinator may re-align with their previously connected par-
ent coordinator. In such a scenario, all the associated attributes
especially the AO is retained. However, the parent may give
away the AO of the dissociated child after reserving it for
a fixed number of BI. Firstly, a coordinator checks the AO
(AOdissociated) of the dissociated coordinator, hereby referred
to as the affected coordinator. If its AO is lower than that
of the affected coordinator, it does not alter its transmission
schedule. Contrarily, if the coordinator has a higher AO than
the affected coordinator, then it has to adjust its transmission
schedule. It can do so by simply utilizing the empty (free)
transmission slots made available by the affected coordinator.
All the coordinators with higher AO in the neighborhood,
similarly adjust their transmission slots by SDdissociated slots,
in increasing order of their AO. Finally, we update AO of the
coordinators.

C. Re-synchronization due to superframe adaptation

The proposed LBS synchronization scheme uses BO and
SO values of a set of coordinators to compute their respective
transmission offset. These parameters define the transmission
duration and the cycle for the next transmission. Alternatively,
duty-cycling aims to optimize energy consumption, also by
adjusting the BO, SO parameter values of the coordinators.
Coordinators may periodically carry out duty-cycling by ad-
justing their active and sleep-periods to accommodate changes
in the network and varying traffic flows.

Change in the BO parameter determines the frequency of
beacon transmissions and the duration of the sleep period,
which do not disturb the transmission schedule of other
coordinators. However, an increase in the frequency beacon
transmissions (lowering of BO) can result in overlapping
of transmission period (SD) with other coordinators. This
scenario is addressed similar to an increase in SD value, as
discussed below. Contrarily, when a coordinator changes its
SO parameter, the transmission schedule may be disrupted
due to overlapping transmissions. Such transmissions lead to
collisions between frames, resulting in loss of synchronization
and orphaned devices. Also, channel utilization will decrease
when empty slots are present due to the shrinking of the
SO parameter. To address this, we present Algorithm 3, that
considerably lowers the re-synchronization overhead.

It is worth noting that when a coordinator adapts its SO pa-
rameter, this change is communicated to the neighbors through
its beacon frames [1]. Initially, a coordinator checks for the AO
(AOdissociated) of the coordinator that adapted the SO parameter.
If its own AO is lower than of the affected coordinator,
it follows the existing transmission schedule. Otherwise, if
the affected coordinator has reduced its SO parameter, all
the coordinators with higher AO in the neighborhood left
shifts their transmission slots. The number of slots to be
shifted is equal to the number of SD slots reduced by the
affected coordinator. On the other hand, when the affected
coordinator inflates its SD, the other coordinators right shifts
their transmission slots. All these transmission shifts occur in

Algorithm 3: LBS re-synchronization due to changes in
superframe parameter values

1 Check the association order (AO) of the SO adapting
coordinator (coordinator i computes the algorithm).

2 if (AOaffected > AOi) then
3 continue with existing schedule ;

end
4 else

for each SDaffected to SDi do
5 if (newSDaffected) < (oldSDaffected) then
6 Shift left transmission offset of the ith

coordinator by (oldSDaffected − newSDaffected );
end

7 else
8 shift right transmission offset of the ith

coordinator by (newSDaffected − oldSDaffected );
end

end
end

an increasing order of their AO. The new SD parameter value
of the AOdissociated is hereby referred to as newSDaffected and the
old SD value by oldSDaffected .

D. Overhead due to re-synchronization

Re-synchronization algorithm is triggered when a coordi-
nator (grand-parent, parent or sibling) is dissociated from the
network or adapts its superframe parameter.

Centralized synchronization scheme: For a centralized
synchronization scheme, the overhead associated with re-
synchronization is expressed as [10]

Ocen = r d×
h∑

i=0

h− i

pi
, (10)

where p is the maximum number of child leaf-coordinators
of any intermediate parent-coordinator and d is the number
of leaf-coordinators with a height of h. This overhead is the
maximum control message overhead in the transmission for a
cluster-tree with all sub-tree at the maximum depth.

Distributed synchronization scheme: The transmission over-
head for a distributed scheme for re-synchronization is given
by [10]

Odis = 2 r n , (11)

where n is the number of coordinators that transmit beacons
and r denotes the transmission data-size (in byte) during the
synchronization process.

Proposed re-synchronization scheme: In our proposed LBS
re-synchronization scheme, the number of slots that is to
be shifted is known to the child coordinator as they are
synchronized with their parent and grandparent coordinators.
Further, the number of slots to be shifted remain constant. For
the first case (i.e., the grand-parent), the overhead is equal to
the number of coordinators in its 2-hop neighborhood. In the
second case (i.e., the parent), the associated overhead is equal
to the number of child coordinators of the affected coordinator.
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TABLE III
RE-SYNCHRONIZATION OVERHEAD (LBS)

Affected Coordinator Overhead

Grand parent Nsub−tree

Parent nchilddissociated
Sibling nhighsiblings

c2

c1

c3

c4

c5

Grand parent

Parent

SiblingSibling

Fig. 4. An illustrative example. The coordinator c1 is the grand-parent, c2
is the parent coordinator, and both c3 and c5 are sibling coordinators with
respect to the coordinator c4.

This is because the transmission schedule is formed in the
sequence of AO, and the only the coordinators with higher AO
(relative to the affected coordinator) shifts their transmission
offsets. In the third case (i.e., the sibling), the overhead is equal
to the siblings with higher AO. We summarize the overhead
in Table III. The overhead is listed in terms of a number of
coordinator shifting their transmission slots.

An illustrative example: Consider a cluster-tree topology
as shown in Fig. 4 with the association order as shown in
Table IV. We compare and summarize the re-synchronization
overhead of traditional distributed scheme like MeshMAC with
our proposed LBS re-synchronization mechanism in Table V.
Typically, the overhead associated with distributed schemes is
re-computation of the entire beacon transmission schedule and
expressed as 2 rn. However, in our proposed scheme LBS,
the re-synchronization overhead is due to the only shifting
of transmission slots by a few coordinators. Specifically, a
coordinator needs to update its beacon transmission slot to
keep synchronized. The number of coordinators that updates
their transmission slots is the only associated overhead. In the
considered topology, when c1 is dissociated from the topology
or updates its SO parameter, the coordinators c2, c3, c4 and
c5 shift their transmission slots accordingly. Similarly, if the
coordinator c2 dissociates or updates its SO parameter, only
the coordinators c3, c4 and c5 updates their respective slots.
Again, for the coordinator c3, only the sibling coordinators c4
and c5 shift their slots accordingly. Further, for the coordinator
c4, only the coordinator c5 (with higher AO than the coordi-
nator c4) needs to shift its transmission offset. Finally, when
coordinator c5 dissociates from the network or updates its
superframe parameter, none of the other coordinators are being
affected. As a result, we observe a significant reduction in re-
synchronization overhead with our proposed scheme compared
to the MeshMAC.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the performance of LBS 1 is evaluated
and compared with different schemes like SDS [22], Mesh-

1The code are released at https://github.com/Nikumani/synchronization.

TABLE IV
CONFIGURATION OF C4

Coordinator Association order

c1 (grand parent) 0
c2 (parent) 1
c3 (sibling) 2
c4 3
c5 (sibling) 4

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF RE-SYNCHRONIZATION OVERHEAD

Coordinator MeshMAC overhead
(transmission)

LBS overhead
(coordinators)

c1 8 r 4
c2 8 r 3
c3 8 r 2
c4 8 r 1
c5 8 r 0

TABLE VI
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Values

Frequency band 2.4GHz
Maximum data rate 250 kbps
Number of nodes 48
Transmission radius 50m
BO 8
SO 2
Initial Energy 1 J
Energy consumption to receive a frame 0.003 J
Energy consumption to transmit a frame 0.006 J
Energy consumption during the sleep-state 0.000 030 J

MAC [27], LABS [29], TBoPs [30] and a dynamic scheme
presented in [32]. The performance metrics considered are
a) transmission overhead: that is in terms of number of trans-
missions required for synchronization among the coordinators,
b) energy consumption, c) MAC goodput, d) schedulability,
and e) re-synchronization overhead.

A. Simulation Setup

We consider an IEEE 802.15.4 cluster-tree network topol-
ogy as shown in Fig. 2. The coverage area of this network
set-up is 1000m. The network can be scaled by adding new or
by removing existing coordinators. The devices associate with
a coordinator and the coordinators forward data towards the
PANC. The simulations are carried out on network simulator
NS-2.34 [38]. We consider the 2.4GHz frequency band that
provides a maximum data rate of 250 kbps [1]. Besides, a
transmission radius of 50m is chosen to provide sufficient
reliability to the transceiver with an optimum energy con-
sumption [39]. We compute the energy consumption in all
the schemes for a 3000 sec duration. We have used two-ray
ground radio propagation model and IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and
CSMA/CA for MAC sub-layer in our simulation. The other
simulation parameters are summarized in Table VI.

B. Transmission Overhead

A coordinator transmits beacons to synchronize transmis-
sions with its associated devices. Existence of multiple coor-
dinators necessitates a synchronization scheme that allows a

https://github.com/Nikumani/synchronization
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Fig. 5. Comparison of transmission overhead, energy consumption, and channel utilization.

coordinator to compute a non-overlapping beacon transmission
offset. The goal is to achieve this with minimal overhead as
synchronization is not a one-time network process. Fig. 5(a)
compares the number of transmissions required for synchro-
nization in SDS, MeshMAC, LABS, TBoPS, dynamic ap-
proach and the proposed LBS scheme. SDS being the foremost
scheme and a centralized scheme, has been included and just
acts as a reference point. Overhead in MeshMAC is due to re-
ception of messages containing the beacon transmission offset
from all the coordinators within 2-hops and also transmission
of computed offset to all these 2-hop coordinators. LABS
operates similar to MeshMAC by acquiring neighbor list and
beacon transmission time of all its 2-hop neighbors. TBoPs
incurs significant transmission overhead as it periodically
exchanges hello request and response frames among the 2-hop
neighbors. Further, the selected slot is broadcasted to resolve
slot conflicts. Also, in the dynamic scheme, devices transmit
a beacon scheduling frame requesting the parent coordinator
to allocate a transmission offset, which in turn broadcasts the
allotted slot to the network. In contrary to all the above, LBS
significantly reduces the transmission count by relying on its
parent coordinator for the neighbor list, thereby restricting the
transmission count to 2 for each coordinator. The localized
nature of computation does not necessitate conflict resolutions.
From the simulation results, we observe that LBS performs
better compared to other schemes in term of transmission
count necessary for synchronization.

C. Energy Consumption

As one of the primary design goals of the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC protocols is to enhance the network lifetime, beacon
synchronization schemes lead considerable energy savings by
facilitating collision-free transmissions. However, the synchro-
nization scheme in itself should not incur high overhead
in the network [10]. In Fig. 5(b), we show the energy
consumed by different schemes. As transmission count is
directly proportional to the energy consumed, we observe that
the proposed LBS mechanism consumes the least energy to
determine the beacon schedule. It provides 6%, 13% and 38%
energy savings compared to MeshMAC, TBoPs and SDS,
respectively. This is because LBS incurs fewer transmissions
by depending only on its parent coordinator for the neighbor
list. On the contrary, for MeshMAC, the transmission overhead

depends on the degree of the coordinator, resulting in higher
energy consumption. The synchronization overhead of LABS
is comparatively similar to that of MeshMAC as it follows a
similar mechanism for computing the transmission offsets. In
TBoPS, neighboring coordinators constantly exchange hello
request and hello response messages for their updated beacon
schedule, SD and BI information. Based on this information,
a coordinator randomly chooses an empty slot (if available)
and advertises to all its neighbors. These transmissions results
in higher energy dissipation compared to schemes like LBS,
MeshMAC and LABS. Whereas, the dynamic approach, rely-
ing on receiving beacon scheduling frames and broadcasting
the allocated slot, initially consumes less energy for trans-
missions than MeshMAC. However, slot allocation results in
parent coordinator rescheduling its associated devices based
on the traffic pattern. This leads to an increase in the overall
energy consumption.

D. MAC Goodput

Effective channel utilization is one of the performance
metrics of a beacon synchronization scheme as it gives a
measure of successfully transmitted bits. Fig. 5(c) depicts
the total MAC goodput for all synchronization schemes. We
observe that the SDS results in low channel utilization as
the PANC assigns effectively non-overlapping schedules even
though the coordinators in contention are not in collision
range of each other. On the other hand, MeshMAC and LABS
also report sub-optimal schedule due to the assumption of
common BO and SO parameter values over the entire network.
However, LBS, ToBoPs and the dynamic schemes do not
impose any restrictions on BO and SO values to addresses
the synchronization transmission conflicts. Unlike MeshMAC,
LABS can schedule extra slots (if available) for improving
throughput. TBoPs reserves a fixed number of slots for BoP,
that reduces its channel utilization. As a result, it is observed
that even in the dynamic network settings with a frequent
change of BO and SO parameters, the proposed LBS provides
9%, 15% and 28% increase in channel utilization compared
to TBoPs, SDS and MeshMAC schemes, respectively. The
difference in channel utilization among LBS, LABS and the
dynamic approach is observed to be minimal.
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Fig. 6. Schedulability performance and re-synchronization overhead.

E. Schedulability Performance
The choice of a synchronization scheme also depends on

its schedulability. A higher schedulability also reflects better
channel utilization. Fig. 6(a) shows the schedulability of var-
ious schemes. Distributed schemes compute the transmission
schedule such that the coordinators that are not in collision
range may transmit at an overlapping time. This allows a
higher number of coordinators to schedule their respective
transmissions within the given time period. Slight exceptions
include MeshMAC and LABS that have a slot reserved for
broadcast transmission. In addition, these schemes also need
usage of uniform BO and SO values in the network. This
results in wastage of slots as uniform BO and SO result
in same BI and SD irrespective of requirement. On the
contrary, the proposed LBS is does not restrict, leading to
higher schedulability compared to these three synchronization
schemes. Upon purely using only the dynamic approach in
[32], schedulability is higher than SDS, MeshMAC and LABS.
We have restrained from comparing the schedulability of
TBoPs as its BoP approach do not align with the other
schemes. Further, its schedulability primarily depends upon
the number of slots in the BoP, chosen by the PANC.

F. Re-synchronization Overhead
Lastly, we compare the re-synchronization overhead. The

synchronization between the coordinators may be lost when
the network topology changes or when coordinators alter
their superframe parameters. Different scenarios in which
the above can happen and their effects are discussed in
Section VI. As existing schemes [22], [27], [29], [30], [32]
do not address this issue exclusively, we consider the basic
synchronization scheme to handle the issue of loss of syn-
chronization. Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) shows re-synchronization
overhead of the various schemes during topology change and
SO adaptation, respectively. Here, change in topology means
association or dissociation of coordinator devices that disrupt
the existing transmission schedule. In MeshMAC and LABS,
with a transmission overhead of 2 rn as observed in (11), the
re-synchronization overhead is affected within its 2-hop neigh-
bors. In the dynamic scheme, all the sibling coordinators will
have to re-compute their schedule to avoid loss of synchroniza-
tion. Re-synchronization overhead in TBoPs is also restricted

within its 2-hop neighbors when a coordinator parts with the
network (including failures). However, as it is based upon
the BoP approach, it do not consider superframe parameters
for beacon schedule computation. Our proposed LBS scheme
minimizes the re-synchronization overhead through shifting
of the transmission slots by the selective coordinators with
respect to their AO. This is achieved by identifying the certain
coordinators that require to adjust their transmission offsets
while other coordinators can keep their existing schedule.

G. Discussion and Limitations of LBS

The proposed LBS mechanism differs from other distributed
mechanisms like MeshMAC, LABS and TBoPs through their
computation of an exclusive, non-conflicting beacon transmis-
sion offset for each coordinator. The AO guarantees that no
two neighbors (within the considered 2-hops) will chose the
same slot at any given time. Other schemes choose an empty
slot and broadcasts the chosen slot among the neighbors for
any possible conflicts. This primarily occurs as neighboring
coordinators may simultaneously choose the same empty slot
for beacon transmission. Further, LBS relies only on its parent
coordinator for retrieving information about all its neighbors.
MeshMAC and LABS depends upon all its neighbors, while,
TBoPS periodically exchanges messages among all its neigh-
bors. Moreover, LBS allows heterogeneity in the choice of BO
and SO parameter values of the coordinators unlike MeshMAC
and LABS.

LBS considers collisions only upto 2-hop neighbors, i.e.,
coordinators more than 2-hop away may transmit simultane-
ously. However, in scenarios where coordinators’ transmission
or sensing range is beyond 2-hop distance, LBS may still
schedule transmissions at the same time, resulting into beacon
and data frame collisions. Dense network topologies are prone
to such a scenario. The collision probability of such a topology
was studied in [28]. In LBS, some set of superframes may be
declared as unschedulable for two reasons. Firstly, if sum of
all the duty cycles is greater than one, i.e., no empty slots are
available for transmissions. Secondly, even if empty slots are
present, they may not be sufficiently long to accommodate,
or not available at regular time intervals. Thus, some empty
slots may still remain un-schedulable under the given set
of superframes. Further, unlike LABS, extra slots cannot be
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Fig. 7. Raspberry Pi with IEEE 802.15.4 radio for testbed setup.

provided for a particular coordinator incurring heavy traffic
flows. However, it is possible for such a coordinator to increase
its SD slots through an operational duty-cycling mechanism,
provided that the new set is schedulable.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF LBS ON REAL DEVICES

A proof-of-concept LBS implementation was realized with
a small testbed setup to verify the feasibility of LBS. For
the setup, Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi) and Openlabs RPi 802.15.4
radio are used. Openlabs offers an antenna add-on module
that turns a RPi into a 6LoWPAN border router solution. The
module consists within in a chip antenna, crystal oscillator
and an Atmel AT86RF233, that includes the transceiver to
get an 802.15.4 solution. It provides IEEE 802.15.4-compliant
physical layer that adopts the 2.4-GHz PHY with a data rate of
250 kb/s. The module can be plugged directly onto the pins 15-
26 of the RPi’s GPIO. We use 10000 mAh battery to power the
RPi. We use DHT22 digital temperature and humidity sensor
module to collect data and later transmit these data frames
to the parent coordinator. Fig. 7 shows the Raspberry Pi set
up with Openlabs RPi 802.15.4 radio. The implementation is
realized using Linux WPAN-tools. A network topology com-
prising of one PANC, two coordinators and two end-devices
was considered. Preliminary experiments were conducted to
verify the working of the proposed mechanism.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have addressed the issue of beacon syn-
chronization in an IEEE 802.15.4 based cluster-tree network.
Here, we proposed a localized beacon-synchronization scheme
that facilitates a coordinator to compute a non-overlapping
beacon transmission schedule based on its association order.
It relies on BO and SO values of all the 2-hop neighboring
coordinators to compute a beacon transmission offset. The
proposed scheme is shown to better utilize the available time
slots with fewer frame transmissions. Also, the schedulabil-
ity analysis of the proposed scheme shows that LBS can
schedule a higher number of coordinators compared to SDS
or MeshMAC. In addition to the above, we also analyze
the factors affecting synchronization and propose lightweight
re-synchronization schemes to handle the issue of loss of
synchronization. We have considered the transmission over-
head as a parameter in re-synchronization of a network that

loses synchronization. Most importantly, the proposed re-
synchronization schemes identify the coordinators that need
to shift their transmission-slots while the other coordinators
use their existing transmission offset. Therefore, the proposed
LBS re-synchronization mechanisms significantly reduce the
transmission overhead due to changes in network topology
and superframe parameter values of the coordinator devices,
in comparison to other related synchronization schemes. We
further aim to design a duty-cycling scheme that either has
a minimum impact on the existing transmission schedule or
quickly converges the network to a synchronized schedule.
Alternatively, it is also necessary to develop a duty-cycling
scheme considering the inter-dependencies with the synchro-
nization scheme.
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